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DISCOVERING COLUMBUS 
By Paul H. Chapman. Columbus, GA: ISAC 
Press, 1991. 265 pp ISBN 1 880820 021 $19.95 

This is a populist work designed to show that Colum
bus was "a highly skilled near-genius". Chapman was an 
aerial navigator during World War 11, ferrying planes across 
the Atlantic, and finds this a very useful experience as "our 
problems and solutions were remarkably like those of the 
sea navigations in Columbus' day". He argues that Colum
bus used celestial navigation, but that the Spaniards 
deliberately spread incorrect information, which has been 
subsequently employed to show that Columbus was incom
petent, because they wished to keep the secret of the route. 
If the vessels of other European powers tried to sail to the 
Indies on the information made available they would have 
found themselves in the Sargasso Sea (p 180). Chapman 
computes Columbus's distance, discovers his landing site, 
reconstructs his route through the Bahamas, and offers a 
mass of biographical information. He argues that Columbus 
acquired extensive knowledge of the Atlantic while living 
in Portugal and sailing north to England, Ireland, Iceland 
and beyond. 

There is also a chapter devoted to the "three women in 
his life". It is suggested that he was the lover of Queen 
Isabella and that she was the mother of his second son, 
Ferdinand, a most improbable account. Chapman also 
claims that Columbus discovered his route across the At
lantic, the Trade Wind route, through "his intelligent 
comprehension of the widely available book" describing the 
voyage of St. Brendan. There is much of interest in this 
work, but it is a strange mixture of the scholarly, as in the 
discussion of the landing site, and the problematic. 

Jeremy Black 

THE TIMES ELECTRONIC WORLD MAP 
AND DATABASE 
Glasgow: Harper Collins, 1994. Four 3.5" floppy 
disks ISBN 0 7230 0696 2 £45.00 

In spite of its name, this is an ATLAS which is used on 
a personal computer. It runs on a PC with 3.5" disk drive, 
Windows TM 3.1, a mouse, at least 4Mb RAM and 8Mb free 
space on a hard disk. The program is supplied on four 3.5" 
disks. To the computer expert, the above information will 
explain most of the advantages and drawback of the pro
gram. Advantages are that it will run on most recently 
acquired PCs, will run very quickly and is reasonably 
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priced. The main, and possibly only, disadvantage is the 
limitation imposed by the relatively small size of the pro
gram. This cannot be overcome within the chosen format. 
However, it fills a niche, well below the level required for 
quality maps at large scales, but at a level and price which 
might well appeal to the ordinary, non-cartographic man- or 
woman-in-the-street, who would probably not expect much 
more detail. 

Demonstrations of the program in action were held in 
the National Map Centre on Tuesday 9th August. The 
reviewer was very impressed by its speed of operation and 
by how well it did everything in its powers, but, always the 
optimist expecting a miracle, was disappointed by its limi
tations. 

When the program is started, the first screen is a world 
map, nominally on a scale of 1: 96 million, which is the 
smallest of the available scales. It fills the screen nicely, 
with the usual Windows panels round the edges. This map, 
or any other map produced on the screen, can be printed for 
use, within the laws of copyright. Unfortunately for those 
who do not have a colour printer, most of the beauty of the 
maps is lost on reproduction. 

Taking this first map as your base, you can pinpoint any 
country or group of countries, and enlarge this area to any 
of the six available scales. The first limitation you meet is 
that the maximum scale is 1: 4 million. Naturally, the 
resulting maps have very little detail, only main towns, 
some rivers and some main motor routes, but this is simply 
because more detail would require more memory and would 
be impossible to utilize on the standard PC. There are plans 
to bring out a further edition, possibly in a few years, on 
CD-ROM, but this would of course require more hardware 
to run and would putitoutofreach of those people that this 
venture is aimed at. 

One of the main features of the program is the addi
tional statistical data. At any level, you can highlight a 
number of countries. You can then select specific data (from 
a list of fifty statistical categories) and compare the coun
tries in a table or in a bar chart. Alternatively, you can select 
colours (from an unlimited palette) to represent different 
values, and produce a thematic map. These graphics can of 
course be incorporated into any report you are making. 

There is also a built-in index. At any time, you can use 
the index to pinpoint a city, country etc., either on the current 
screen or not, and it will do so much more quickly than you 
could look anything up (or even turn the page) in an ordinary 
atlas. Another very useful feature is that the latitude and 
longitude are given, at the bottom of the map, for any place 
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you indicate with the cursor. The screen can be splitto show 
two or three different features of one area or different areas. 

. _Although each scale has a nominal value (e.g. 1: 4 
mtlhon), the actual scale will of course vary according to 
the size of your monitor screen --one of the demonstrations 
was on a portable PC. This difficulty is overcome by the 
program's ability to measure the distance between any two 
places on the screen. 

A feature of an ordinary atlas which is missing here is 
the information about the projection used. As far as one can 
ascertain, there is only one projection used for all maps, but 
it is not considered important enough to specify exactly 
which one is used. 

The reviewer was unable to decide who would want to 
buy this program, but suggests there might be several mar
kets, none of which would be the professional map 
producer. The first possibility is people in business, who 
want professional-looking maps and statistical accompani
ments to add to their reports. Another purchaser might be a 
school, since the use of an interactive computer program is 
one of the easiest ways of interesting young people. Another 
purchaser might be the parent who already has a PC at home, 
but does not have an atlas, or is thinking of buying a new 
atlas. This program costs about the same price and is more 
fun to use. 

John Dysart 
Editor's note. The product is available from specialist map 
shops, large bookshops, and also postage-free from HarperCol
lins Mail Order Dept 9T, HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill 
Road, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow G64 2QT (Tel. 041 7722281 or 
081 3074052) 

AN ATLAS OF INTERNATIONAL 
MIGRATION 
By Aaron Segal. London: Hans Zell Publishers, 
1993. 233 pp ISBN 1 873836 30 9 £65 

The ftrst atlas of international migration ever to be 
published, this is a unique resource for students of popula
tion and migration. In fact this publication is much more 
than an atlas: it is a textbook, resource book and virtually 
an encyclopedia of migration. Only about one third of the 
total pages are devoted to maps. The text is by Aaron Segal, 
an American political scientist well-known for his work in 
pioneering "popular" atlases, whilst the cartography is by 
Patricia M. Chalk and J. Gordon Shields of the Cartographic 
Section in the Department of Geography, University of 
Western Ontario. 

Migration has been a fundamental human process since 
the dawn of time. The historical dimension is well-repre
sented in this publication, with many sections organized on 
a chronological basis. But migration is also an extremely 
important facet of global relations atthe end of the twentieth 
century. All around the world, millions are on the move, 
fleeing wars and persecution, moving in the face of drought 
and natural disaster, seeking a better life in richer countries. 
As we approach the end of the millennium, migration is 
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accelerating and has become one of the great issues of 
international concern at the present time. This atlas, with its 
wealth of information, sources, data, maps and commentar
ies, will be of equal interest to the student of international 
relations as to the geographer or the historian. 

The structure of the atlas is quite complicated, reflect
ing the complexity of the phenomenon under study. The first 
ten pages are on the earliest human migrations, from the 
origins of man to approximately AD 1500. Then there are 
two major sections on voluntary and involuntary migra
tions, each organized both chronologically and regionally. 
Segal argues that the voluntary/involuntary distinction is a 
major division when categorizing migration. I think this 
distinction is overplayed: the real mixes of factors which 
give rise to migration flows cannot be so clearly dichoto
mized And I would take issue with Segal's classification of 
indenture as a form of voluntary migration! Voluntary mi
grations are first considered globally for major historical 
periods -- 1500--1814, 1815--1914, 1919--1939, 1949--
1980 -- each with a world map showing flow lines of the 
major migration currents. The flow lines do not represent 
the precise routes taken by the migrants but they are ex
tremely effective in portraying the major international and 
inter-continental migration systems as they ebbed and 
flowed over the centuries, with the width of the flow lines 
giving a rough idea of the magnitude of the flow. Each world 
map is accompanied on the facing page by notes, statistics 
and sources. Still under the heading of voluntary migra
tions, next comes a more detailed consideration of the 
global international migration scene in 1990. This is fol
lowed by a series of regional maps on the recent and current 
(1985-90) migration situations in Africa, the Asia/Pacific 
region, North America and the Caribbean, Europe, the 
Middle East and South America The same sequence is then 
repeated for involuntary migrations - slaves, refugees and 
asylum-seekers. 

The next section of the atlas, one of the most interesting 
and original, is on the world's major diasporas. These are 
established, transplanted ethnic communities resulting from 
previous waves of international migration and refugee 
movements. Maps and instructive text describe the Cuban, 
Haitian, Chinese, Laotian, Cambodian, Armenian, Kurdish, 
Jewish, Lebanese and Palestinian diasporas. 

The fmal major section of the atlas examines global 
migration characteristics in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
Here there are many tables and graphs as well as maps, and 
the maps portray not only flows but also migration densities 
and intensities. Here too there are short subsections on 
international tourism (not really migration as it is normally 
defined), on the sources of the migrants in several of the 
world's major cities, on refugees and freedom of movement 
in various parts of the world, labour migration, remittances, 
brain drain, student migrations and migrations linked to 
zones of conflict 

The last fifty pages are made up of references and 
source material: a glossary of terms related to international 
migration, a select list of annotated key references, and a 
much longer alphabetical bibliography on migration. The 
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bibliographies are useful but not without errors. Many key 
books and sources are left out whilst other items. unimpor
tant and difficult to obtain, such as conference papers and 
obscure documents, are put in. 

In sum, this atlas is a pioneering study with lots of good 
features but also a few flaws and rough edges. The maps are 
clear, competent but on the whole unimaginative. The Ro
binson projection is used throughout The text is for the 
most part useful and helpful although it contains a fair 
number of spelling, word-processing and layout errors. The 
statistics quoted are not always taken from the best sources. 
A second edition should clear up these blemishes. Undoubt
edly the atlas deserves to become a standard study. It should 
be in every university and geography department library, 
although at £65, it will be beyond the reach of most individ
ual purchasers. A paperback edition at a quarter of the 
hardback price would be a good idea. 

Russell King 

A HISTORY OF EAST CENTRAL 
EUROPE, VOLUME 1: HISTORICAL 
ATLAS OF EAST CENTRAL EUROPE 
Paul Robert Magocsi. Cartographic design by 
Geoffrey J. Matthews. Seattle and London: Uni
versity of Washington Press, 1993. 192pp ISBN 
0 295 97248 3£49.99 

This is an impressive volume which aims to graphically 
represent the historical transformation of East Central 
Europe from approximately 400 A.D. to 1992. This region 
has traditionally been considered the classic example of 
geopolitical complexity, even instability. As such, it has a 
much broader interest for political geographers, political 
scientists and historians than a "regional" historical atlas 
might otherwise possess. Despite reservations which any 
atlas of similar scope and aims would find hard to address, 
my judgment is that it is likely to become an indispensable 
reference work for students of the region, and that it will be 
particularly useful as a teaching aid for undergraduate and 
graduate level courses. 

The atlas is beautifully designed, at least from the point 
of view of those, like myself, who are not cartographers by 
training. The basic maps are full-page colour repre
sentations of the political and urban geography of the region 
at selected points in each century from the early medieval 
period onwards. Not surprisingly, these representations fo
cus primarily on state-building processes: shifting 
boundaries, the appearance and disappearance of political 
structures and the landscape of warfare. Supplementary 
maps deal with changing patterns of ethnicity and language, 
educational and cultural institutions, and population. The 
atlas succeeds admirably in straddling the two tasks which 
users are most likely to expect of it: it contains plenty of 
general maps which will be useful for readers with very 
different research agendas, as well as others which are 
designed to facilitate research into specific historical proc
esses of widespread interest and significance. In the former 
category, I would single out the administrative maps of the 
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departments and counties of the various states in the region 
at the turn of the century, including a useful one of the 
Austro-Hungarian empire. Many of the more general maps 
are provided with detailed keys, and care has been taken to 
ensure inclusion of as many alternative place names as 
possible in relevant linguistic variants. 

In the more specialized category would fall two splen
did maps of the Reformation and Counter Reformation, 
which go far beyond indicating regions dominated by one 
or other religious persuasion to detailing the sites of asso
ciated universities, colleges, Gymnasia and other 
educational institutions along with their dates of estab
lishment, where known. Similarly useful maps include 
those of patterns of partisan activity during World War Two, 
and the patterns of population movements and transfers 
thereafter. There are also many smaller maps in chapters 
dealing with historical change in particular sub-regions, 
such as the Balkan peninsula in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, and each state in the region after World 
War Two. Despite their high information content, the maps 
are clear as well as visually arresting. A great deal of effort 
must have gone into their preparation. 

The accompanying text wisely aims at a straight narra
tive framework as a context for the maps, and does not stray 
into contentious territory which might have led to a less 
desirable balance between graphics and commentary. Al
though it is a reference work, it is an enlightening 
experience to read it from cover to cover, one that helps weld 
the more scattered specialized knowledge one has about the 
region into a long range picture of regional transformation, 
in which astonishment at the diversity of cultures and states 
appearing, shifting, enduring and vanishing plays as strong 
a part as dismay at the graphic chronology of sustained 
organized violence and its consequences for men and 
women over the centuries. 

The atlas is, I suspect, affected by the fact that the 
authors have relied mainly on regional-geographical 
sources, and have not generally referred to more social 
science-influenced work on the region, in history and other 
disciplines. Thus the text and maps of this work are useful 
in reconstructing a very traditional history and geography 
of the region in terms of population movements and bound
ary changes, ethnicity and religion. They are less so in 
reconstructing broad economic changes over time. As the 
many political geographers interested in explaining re
gional change by applying and testing theories of uneven 
development would argue, the central fact of this region's 
history has been its subordinate status in patterns of eco
nomic transactions centred to its west and north. Flows of 
goods and capital increasingly centred on Germany in the 
interwar period were as important, if not more important, 
than cultural heterogeneity in facilitating the expansion of 
the Nazi state in the region and in precipitating the chain of 
events ensuring the predominance of authoritarian regimes 
in the postwar period. No doubt tracing patterns of interac
tion of this sort in an atlas is more awkward than mapping 
languages or boundaries, not least because of the difficulties 
involved in obtaining useable data. The economic maps 
which are included, for approximately 1450 and 1945-9 
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(there is also an illuminating map showing the extension of 
canal and railway networks prior to 1919) are remarkably 
informative without really according economic processes 
and linkages the status which ethnicity and politics enjoy 
elsewhere in the work. 

Difficulties also abound in the representation of a his
tory which makes the boundaries of Europe quite 
problematic. Generally, the authors have opted for compa
rability across maps over time, which is ~seful on a first 
reading and general reference. This does, however, result in 
a curious truncation of one of the major political communi
ties structuring the region. Despite the generally careful 
treatment of the Ottomans in the text, the reader is still left 
with a rather traditional picture of them as singularly alien 
among the conquering elites of the region. The Ottomans 
advance and retreat up and down the Balkan peninsula, 
ebbing and flowing before the rather rapid disintegration of 
the 19th century. The traditional vision of a Moslem inva
sion of a predefined Europe is burned on the retina as one 
flips the pages of the atlas and animates its cross-sectional 
images. Today, and with good reason, many might question 
the utility of defming "Europe" as easily separable from an 
Islamic state and culture on which a good portion of Europe 
was centred for several hundred years. Certainly including 
some material which showed the region as part of a much 
greater Ottoman polity would disrupt the sequence of simi
larly scaled images in the atlas, but might be more 
thought-provoking, and would provide a more useful aid to 
students of the empire. Perhaps any atlas which takes a 
region as a template rather than a political or economic 
reality will raise similar questions. 

Moreover, of course the atlas in question has been 
designed to accompany a pioneering, and generally well-re
ceived, series of books in English on general aspects of 
East-Central European history. As such, it has a limited and 
useful goal of providing a bandy reference to users of the 
earlier volumes. It should be remarked however, that the 
atlas is not as firmly connected with the series of which it 
is a part as one might have expected There is no cross-ref
erencing, and more surprisingly, no reference to any of the 
other volumes in the series in the section of the bibliography 
at the back containing sources other than atlases. This does 
not affect its usefulness as a stand-alone reference work, but 
it will be something of a disappointment to users of the 
series who were expecting more direct graphical back-up 
for the materials therein. 

The non-specialist reader is likely to approach this 
volume with recent developments in mind. Media construc
tions of conflicts in contemporary East-Central Europe have 
consistently invoked a certain vision of history to account 
for inter-ethnic violence, and difficulties in consolidating 
liberal democratic regimes. The publicity information ac
companying the atlas clearly aims to tap into this interest, 
boldly asking "two world wars started in the Balkans-- will 
the thiid?", and suggesting that the work "provides and 
understanding of the troubles in Yugoslavia" and shows 
"why the present conflagration is dangerous for the whole 
of Western Europe". Given that the last section of the book, 
on postwar East-Central Europe, is probably the least useful 
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part of the volume, and that the section on post-war Yugo
slavia certainly does not contain any more information than 
an interested reader will have already obtained from the 
press and television, these claims rather oversell the capac
ity of this book to explain the detail of current conflicts, 
unless one believes that a more detailed exposition of hun
dreds of years of boundary changes and ethnic conflict 
really does illuminate the Balkan war more than a more 
detailed understanding of postwar state structures and eco
nomic developments. Nevertheless, this publicity really 
does not seem to inhabit the same world as this marvellous 
book, with its more achievable purpose of helping scholars 
sort out the basic patterns of change in a complex region 
over a long span of time. It would seem set to become a 
classic reference work whatever the outcome of the present 
violence. 

MurrayLow 

MAPS IN TUDOR ENGLAND 
By P.D.A. Harvey. London: The British Library, 
1993.£17.95 

Harvey argues that the Tudor period saw a revolution 
in map-making. Concentrating on maps of small areas up 
to county size, he demonstrates that, while before 1500 the 
map barely existed, by 1600 it was common. This was not 
simply because of the development of techniques such as 
the use of scale or symbols, but also because of the growth 
of what Harvey calls "map-mindedness". A willingness to 
express problems and opportunities in the form of maps 
began to show itself from the 1530s onwards. In particular, 
the government began to see the problems of defence in 
these terms, triggering a growth of plans of fortifications 
and of strategically important areas. The government also 
began to utilize the new techniques for other needs of state 
- border negotiations began to be based on lines drawn on 
maps, and Elizabeth I's chief minister William Cecil in 
particular clearly valued the possibility of tackling govern
ment problems with a map to guide him. 

Government users and uses of maps are obviously the 
best documented and have been the most heavily studied. 
One of the important features of this work is that it tries to 
look at other areas of map-mindedness. Harvey admits that 
the work of such scholars as H.M. Colvin on the king's 
works has been of immense benefit. He recognizes, bow
ever, that this may lead to an over-emphasis on government 
sponsorship of map-makers as against other sources of 
patronage. It is a danger that Harvey does his best to 
counter. Thus the role of towns, always seeking to promote 
their corporate identities, is discussed; so is that of the 
owners and managers of great estates, and that of partici
pants in legal disputes. Yet in spite of this conscious effort 
to redress over-emphasis on the role of government, Harvey 
is still forced to conclude that other potential users of maps 
lagged behind. The use of maps in legal contexts, as with 
their use in building work outside the government service, 
arrives late in the century, only in the 1570s or 1580s. Yet 
there is still a great need for more work on other users of 
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maps, intractable though some of the material may be. 
Indeed, it might be argued that the sharp distinction drawn 
between public and private needs to be re-examined. In so 
many areas of government policy, initiatives from towns 
and other local authorities provided the inspiration and 
direction for central government decisions. Maps, and in
directly the perception of the territorial and political entities 
they represent, are crucial to the debate over centre and 
localities in early modem England. We thus need to recog
nise that in other relevant fields, historians have recognised 
the futility of depicting an absolute split between govern
ment and non-governmental activity. We particularly need 
comparative work on such issues in a European context: 
why is it that in England alone central government ministers 
are instrumental, essentially through the use of maps, in the 
creation of a view of their country dominated by county 
divisions? 

The book is beautifully produced and would, in the best 
sense of the phrase, grace any coffee table. The maps 
themselves, so important to the purpose of the work., are on 
the whole reproduced very well. My only worry is that the 
size of book does not permit adequate reproduction of the 
larger maps, for example Plate 66, the Exchequer at Calais. 
This in no way undermines this book as an important work. 
of synthesis that will make available to a wider readership 
material on this important period in the development of the 
map and which should stimulate debate on the many ques
tions which, as Harvey admits, remain open. 

THE GAlA ATLAS OF PLANET 
MANAGEMENT 

TimThomton 

General Editor: Norman Myers. London: Gaia 
Books, 1993. 272 pp ISBN 1 85675 061 2 £16.99 

On being asked to review the second edition of The 
Gaia Atlas of Planet Management I immediately reached 
for my copy of the frrst edition. Now dogeared and well
thumbed, its condition attests to its value to an academic 
geographer in the 1980s. Moreover, I recall Bob Parry's 
indignation when he discovered the theft of the second copy 
of the first edition from the Map Room in the Department 
of Geography, University of Reading, the first copy having 
vanished within a month or two of its purchase. This attests 
to its popularity with the student corpus. Clearly, the first 
edition was a major success. It will be surprising however, 
if the second edition has quite the same impact This is not 
because it contains less important material or is less well 
illustrated but because it is arriving in the bookshops at a 
time when there is an abundance, almost a surfeit, of books 
describing the state of planet Earth. The frrst edition, pub
lished in 1984, enjoyed six years virtually rival-free. 
However, since 1990 there has been a steady stream of 
publications competing for the environmental niches in 
both the popular and academic spheres. There is always the 
danger that densitization may occur. The continued bom
bardment of an already concerned readership may actually 
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alienate a proportion of that audience because the message 
appears trite and no longer has the capacity to shock. 

The Gaia Atlas of Planet Management, nevertheless 
has many qualities that should ensure its widespread use 
even if it continues to reinforce established opinions about 
the state of the environment This is because the quality of 
the illustrations is excellent. They portray, at a glance, 
valuable information about the state of the Earth, allowing 
facts and figures to be digested easily. The visual impact is 
so good that the images are memorable. It is this quality 
which allows the atlas to "steal a march" on its rivals, few 
of which have been permitted by cautious publishers to 
employ colour. 

In terms of content, the major subdivisions of the first 
edition have been retained In between the introduction and 
the epilogue there are sections on land, oceans, elements, 
evolution (here meaning natural development), humankind, 
civilization and management For each of these topics there 
are ten or so pages devoted to potential, particularly in 
relation to sustainable development, the crises that obtain 
and management practices and alternatives. Under the gen
eral editorship of Norman Myers, an independent 
consultant on environment and development, there are no 
fewer than 65 contributors. It is no mean feat to put together 
a well-unified text from such disparate components. The 
framework. reference is, of course, the Gaia hypothesis 
which focuses on the interrelationship between Earth and 
life. There is some discussion on Earth's development prior 
to the advent of Homo sapiens sapiens but most of the atlas 
is devoted to human impact. The apparent paradox of 
society's role in Gaia's development is succinctly summa
rized in the opening paragraph of the introduction: 
"Humankind can be seen as either the climax of evolution's 
course, or as its greatest eiTOr". 

Whilst the illustrations, photographs and overall pro
duction deserve the highest praise as, incidentally, does the 
reasonable price, there are some weak points. The use of 
the first person plural is particularly irritating and could so 
easily have been avoided. It does indeed reflect corporate 
responsibility for the Earth's condition but that does not 
necessarily lead to corporate remedy. There is talk of" grass 
roots" movements for improved planet management; indi
vidual actions are, thus, of vital importance. The ultimate 
responsibility lies with the individual. In addition, the 
contributors have a tendency to accept many facts, such as 
rates of desertifi.cation, soil erosion and deforestation, as 
being unequivocal. This deludes the readership in two 
ways. Firstly, it implies that methods of data collection are 
highly accurate though this is rarely the case. This rein
forces faith in technology which is unrealistic. Secondly, it 
implies that there is no alternative scenario. This is not 
necessarily the reality of the situation either. Finally, the 
epilogue is something of an anticlimax. Although briefly 
referred to in the management section, it would have been 
valuable to have a section on, or a chart depicting, the 
hierarchy of environmental responsibility from individuals 
to the global political structure and details of what each 
component could be expected to contribute to the health of 
planet Earth. 
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There will always be quibbles with books like this one. 
Those referred to above are but mere pettifoggeries when 
compared with the achievements of this magnum opus. It 
may even revitalize the jaded palates of environmentalists 
and their sympathizers who are sliding into apathy. 

A.M. Mannion 

PLANET EARTH: THE VIEW FROM 
SPACE 
By D. James Baker. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and London, England: Harvard University Press, 
1990. 191 pp ISBN 0 674 670701 £10.25 

This book, an addition to the Harvard Frontiers of 
Space series, sets out to describe in a uncomplicated manner 
the contribution made by remote sensing in observing and 
predicting environmental change, particularly at the global 
scale. It is very much concerned with the technologies and 
the systems within which such technologies operate to 
provide input for environmental research. As such, the book 
differs from many other texts on remote sensing in that it 
concentrates upon the instrumentation and the organiza
tional and institutional setting of remote sensing rather than 
upon methodological description. As a result, the author 
provides the non-specialist with a great deal of information, 
much of which would be otherwise unavailable outside of 
the specialist literature, and herein lies the particular 
strength of this woik. 

The text is organized into six chapters. The first, Planet 
Earth and Global Change, sets the scene for the rest of the 
woik by establishing the Earth's environment as the unify
ing theme in its description of remote sensing. In so doing 
it cites the likes oflong-term weather prediction, concerns 
about sea level rise, climatic change, seismic activity, and 
others, as examples of global phenomena whose study 
requires ever increasing amounts of data - data which are 
reliant upon remote sensing technology for their acquisi
tion. 

The second chapter, How Remote Sensing Woiks, re
views the basic physics and mechanics of satellite orbits and 
sensing instruments. A detailed account is given of the 
different types of low earth orbits in common use and this 
is followed by descriptions of different sensors organized 
according to a simple classification of'passive'- those that 
record radiation emitted by the Earth and by the sun - and 
'active' - those that record reflected radiation generated by 
the sensor itself. The chapter concludes with a useful, but 
now unfortunately dated, chronology of the major events in 
the development of remote sensing. 

Chapter three, The Present Constellation of Space
Based Systems, concerns itself with descriptions of present 
satellite systems grouped according to their areas of obser
vation: the sun and its interaction with the Earth; the 
atmosphere; the oceans; the land surface; the cryosphere 
(water in its frozen form); and geodesy and satellite naviga
tion. This represents a particularly important part of the 
book and contains a lot of useful background information 
on a wide range of different systems employed worldwide. 
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The next chapter has the title Filling the Gaps in the 
1990s. The 'gaps' in question are the still unresolved ques
tions about environmental processes. Such phenomena as 
atmospheric radiation or atmospheric chemistry, or the 
global hydrological cycle or precipitation, or surface winds, 
or global currents are not yet fully understood and compre
hensive systems to monitor such processes are still to be put 
in place. The chapter is primarily concerned with the satel
lite missions that have been proposed for the 1990s to try to 
answer some of these questions. In many ways this serves 
to up-date the previous chapter in so much that some of the 
'proposed' systems have by now become operational - the 
European Space Agency's European Remote Sensing Sat
ellite (ERS-1) is a case in point. By the same token, 
however, other systems described here will perhaps never 
get very much further than the drawing board 

Chapter five carries on in the same manner by describ
ing NASA's proposals for an Earth Observing System 
(EOS), and the so-called 'Mission to Planet Earth', an 
overall plan to combine a satellite-based observing system 
with a ground-based netwoik of measuring stations de
signed to monitor Earth processes. Plans for the programme 
are fully detailed but the chapter concludes with a salutary 
reminder that for such systems to become an operational 
reality a commitment to long-term funding will need to be 
forthcoming. 

The final, sixth, chapter looks even further into the 
future by considering preparations for environmental re
mote sensing in the twenty-fJrst century. The theme here is 
coordination, at national and international levels, of the 
various agencies involved in the space programme and, 
particularly, in the transmission and sharing of data. Once 
again, costs are seen as a major hurdle to be overcome but 
the author suggests that strong international cooperation can 
only lead to more efficient planning and operation. 

The book concludes with a useful list of references, for 
the most part taken from technical and governmental 
sources rather than from the academic literature, and a short 
glossary of common remote sensing terms. 

This then is an interesting book that contains a concise 
account of the institutional organization of remote sensing 
and the technologies which are employed to monitor global 
processes from space. The text is presented in straightfor
ward terms which particularly makes for easy and enjoyable 
reading for the non-specialist Inevitably, however, such an 
approach omits details that might be sought by a more 
specialist readership. For such persons, references to more 
detailed descriptions are provided in a reference list organ
ized on a chapter by chapter basis. On a more critical note, 
the book already suffers somewhat by being overtaken by 
events. One can cite by way of examples the SPOT pro
gramme which by now has moved on from SPOT -1 
(described in the book) to SPOT-3, and Landsat-6, antici
pated in 1990, but which failed at launch in 1993. In 
fairness, such problems of timeliness are inevitable in a 
work of this kind but will undoubtedly detract from the 
book's overall value. One can perhaps also criticize the 
book for being a little biased in its coverage towards US 
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systems although clearly the author has taken steps to 
include details of non-US developments as much as possi
ble. Overall, however, the book would represent a useful 
adjunct to other texts on remote sensing that commonly lack 
the organizational and institutional detail that is a feature of 
this particular wotk 

KeithMason 

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOURS IN AND 
AROUND THE LAKE DISTRICT 1 :126 
720; THE GOLDEN EYE CYCLISTS I ALL 
PURPOSE ROAD MAP TO ..... THE 
COTSWOLDS; NORFOLK 1:126 720 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire : Goldeneye, 1994 
£3.50-£3.95 

This set of three Goldeneye maps at a scale of 1:126 
720 is aimed primarily at the tourist. Glossy photographs 
adorn the map covers along with the Goldeneye logo/mas
cot- an athletic duck. For the Magical mystery tours in and 
around the Lake District, the duck flies across the top of the 
cover, whereas in the Cotswolds and Norfolk it rides a 
bicycle. Each map, when folded measures 286 x 126mm, 
and weighs a remarkably light 70-80g - this is particularly 
relevant for the two Cyclists I All purpose road maps and 
will be discussed in greater depth below. 

The Lake District map is designed for the motorist, a 
series of six classic drives clearly marked on the map, whilst 
the reverse of the sheet illustrates each "magical mystery 
tour" with high quality photographs, including a brief out
line of each route's major attractions alongside mileages 
and specific route directions. 

The actual map is extremely clear and easy on the eye, 
although the central Grasmere!Elterwater/Coniston area is 
somewhat cluttered as most of the "magical mystery tours" 
appear to congregate there. Generally the lettering is easy 
to read and the representation of symbology clear. However 
the legend panel does require keen eyesight to decipher the 
meanings of the symbols. Altitude is depicted by coloured 
layering, a well selected range of greens and browns rising 
zonally from sea level to 50m then 1 OOm, before switching 
to 1 OOm intervals until the 500m mark. Above 500m there 
is no further colour differentiation, presenting the mislead
ing impression that much of the Lake District is in fact a 
plateau. Occasional spot heights can be found, but for the 
curious tourist anxious to locate the highest point on the 
map, a long search is necessary. To the right of the map is a 
gazetteer employing an alphanumeric grid to identify three 
categories of location: towns and villages; valleys/dales; 
and tarns - strangely, there is no indication as to the location 
of mountains, a peculiar omission for England's most 
mountainous region. The cover advertises the map as "a 
selection of scenic drives through idyllic villages, wooded 
valleys and magical landscapes. The text is clear and well 
illustrated - the drives are overprinted on a superb road 
map". The claim is true, but one is left to question why the 
mountains assume such a secondary importance. 
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The two Cyclists I All purpose maps are somewhat 
different in character. "The unique shower-proof road map 
with clear, meticulous and attractive cartography" is again 
an accurate claim, and whilst the maps are indeed shower 
proof, the cyclist does need to carry some sort of "all 
purpose" cloth to wipe down the map each time it is exposed 
to rain. As with the Lake District map, there is a place name 
gazetteer, whilst both cycling sheets leave one panel empty 
for note taking, where a "wet-wipe" pen is necessary. The 
reverse of both map sheets is left blank. 

The two maps again use coloured layering to depict 
relief, the Norfolk sheet requiring only three classes: below 
sea level, 0-50m, and above 50m, giving the impression of 
a mountainous arc running west from Cromer, around Fak
enham, then skirting south-east towards Diss. The map is 
awash with tourist information, which positively encour
ages exploration. Enigmatic references to "Round house -
former helterskelter top", "Village sign" and "Curious 
church tower" demand further investigation. 

In the Cotswolds, layering is at 50m intervals up to 
200m, before jumping to 300m, then a final category fea
turing land higher than 300m. For a cycling map, the lack 
of contours is a serious problem, especially as the 
Cotswolds are full of closely-packed steep-sided valleys 
which are a cyclist's nightmare- regular sharp ascents and 
descent<; which are not apparent on this map, exemplified 
in the Compton Abdale area between Cirencester and Stow
on-the-Wold. Neither are there any indications of gradient. 
The highest through road in the northern Cotswolds at 
Broadway Tower (316m) is not indicated by a spot height. 
Another problem for the cyclist is the lack of provision of 
a dual carriageway symbol -usually a cue to stay well clear 
of a busy road. Where the map does score well though is in 
terms of weight. At 70g this map is likely to prove very 
tempting to cyclists keen to reduce the load in their panniers 
yet increase available space. Landranger coverage of the 
same Cotswold area requires nine sheets, weighing in at a 
total of 870g. 

Depiction of roads is clear, as is the typeface, although 
the Cotswold gazetteer is desperately difficult to read, the 
lettering being particularly small. Tourist information is 
again clearly and unobtrusively portrayed, identifying sce
nic villages, but does the passing cyclist really need to know 
where John Milton's wife was born or that Shipton-under
Wychwood was a "Famous Cl6 poaching centre"? Both 
Cotswolds and Norfolk maps contain numerous red spots 
surrounding selected churches. Nowhere is the significance 
of this plague of symbols explained. 

Finally on the Cotswolds map - the Filkins test. The 
now defunct Bartholomew I: 100 000 series (sheet 14) fails 
to identify the short tunnel passing beneath the A361 from 
the west of the village. No tunnel is shown by Goldeneye, 
but at least the correct road pattern can be seen (unlike the 
Bartholomew map). The Ordnance Survey I :63 360 Tourist 
map marks both roads and tunnel. 

When cycling in the Cotswolds, the one-inch Tourist 
map has to be recommended - unless conditions are very 
wet or the cyclist needs to reduce the amount of luggage 
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being carried. The Goldeneye maps are very attractive items 
aesthetically, but on balance probably serve the motorist 
better than the cyclist. They do, hmvever, plug a useful gap 
in tenns of scale between the Tourist map I Landranger and 
the Travelmaster and as such should be welcomed. Priced 
at£3.50 (Lake District) and£3.95 (Cotswolds and NorfoJk), 
the maps are well worth purchasing, not only for their 
cartographic content, but as attractive items in their own 
right 

All three sheets will make a useful addition to any map 
collection, whilst their reasonable price makes them ideal 
for the tourist market- provided the tourist's demands do 
not call for too sophisticated cartography. 

NickMillea 

GRENFELL OF LABRADOR: 
A BIOGRAPHY 
Ronald Rompkey. Toronto, Buffalo and London: 
University of Toronto Press, 1992. 350 pp ISBN 
0 8020 7788 9 (paper) £12.50. [UK sales and 
distribution Trevor Browne Associates/IBD Tel. 
071 4361874] 

Wilfred Thomason Grenfell, 1895-1940, attracted in 
his time vast audiences on both sides of the Atlantic. Thou
sands of people bought his books and he received honours, 
degrees and a knighthood. A journey to Labrador or New
foundland even now would show evidence of his presence 
in the university college, and also a coastguard vessel, 
which bear his name. 

Grenfell was an "ideas man" driven by the spiritual 
need to give of his best He trained as a doctor, but found 
himself drawn to the reforming Mission to Deep Sea Fish
ermen, and through this to Newfoundland and Labrador to 
provide medical aid and spiritual support to the isolated 
fishing communities of the coastal areas. 

He quickly recognized that the social conditions oper
ated against the health of the people. Communities suffered 
from poverty and malnutrition and he began to develop 
ways of improving their circumstances. The ways he chose 
were not always well thought out, and he found himself at 
odds with the government and other vested interests, but he 
nevertheless brought to the people what he believed they 
needed, and then went on extensive lecture tours to raise 
funds for his endeavours. 

Grenfell transfonned the lives of the coastal dwellers 
by building hospitals and schools. He also brought into the 
area volunteers, often wealthy college students, who could 
teach skills and help out in the hospitals. Other experts 
taught crafts, with the aim of developing alternatives to 
fishing as a source of income, and gardening so that even in 
the short growing period crops could be raised. 

The biography sets the contemporary scene for each of 
Grenfells reforms and provides a fascinating insight into the 
way social thinking operated and influenced his ideas. Even 
the war years provided an episode for Grenfell to set ideas 
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into action. Concerned with the impracticalities of army 
uniform and the unhealthy conditions of trench warfare, he 
put forward numerous suggestions for change. One such 
outcome was the light, warm windproof cloth known as 
"Grenfell cloth". 

Although Grenfells actions inN orth America started as 
part of the Royal National Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen, 
his personal following, fund-raising and lecture tours re
sulted in the development of the Grenfell Mission. As its 
figurehead aged, so concern developed over the missions 
future. Some wondered if it would survive without its 
charismatic leader. By the time ofhis death, however, others 
had already taken over the decision making and medical 
roles he had once held. Another change had also taken place. 
By the 1940s the people he had so actively campaigned for 
were entering a new era. Improved access and greater 
variety of employment from minerals and timber, together 
with the development of a formal health care programme, 
meant that the Grenfell Mission was signed over to Grenfell 
Regional Health Services. 

This biography is not an easy read and at times its 
author overwhelms the reader with lists of participants in 
Grenfells enterprises. It is a scholarly work which carefully 
documents his complex life, and it has extensive notes and 
bibliography as well as an index. Despite this academic 
mould, the interplay of contemporary records· and social 
history makes it a fascinating account Grenfells life was 
certainly not dull - mainly through his own making. This 
turn-of-the-century action man expounded athletic and 
healthy living to an awesome degree, and consequently had 
many adventures. He was also a thoughtful and spiritual 
man whose life followed an avowed purpose. His autobiog
raphy would have told his tale in a different way, but Ronald 
Rompkey has done an exceptional job in drawing together 
the threads of this intricate personality. 

MaryParry 

CHARTING NEW WORLDS: MAPS OF 
DISCOVERY 
Montreal, Canada: On/Q Corporation, 1994. 1 
CD-i disk $29.95 US or $42.00 Canadian 

All you need to operate this product is a television set 
and a CD-i (Compact Disk Interactive) player. The first is 
of course no problem, the second proved for the reviewer 
to be a considerable one. Extensive enquiries around the 
Reading University campus, Betkshire public libraries and 
the county education services, failed to locate a player 
which could be used! Clearly a major problem at present in 
the UK is the low take-up of this particular technology, 
which has been developed by Philips Interactive Media 
Systems. However, Messrs. Matthew Thomas Ltd, the PR 
company who eventually kindly lent me a player, assured 
me that the system is about to "take off", and that 2 000 
players are already in British schools. A new, low cost 
player, the CD-i 450 has recently been released which may 
help to facilitate this. 
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One of the advantages of the system is that you do not 
need to preload any software. The player simply plugs into 
the back of your television (the scart socket if it has one, or 
the aerial socket if not) and you are more or less ready to 
play. The CD-i is operated by a remote control which has a 
thumbstick, allowing you to move a cursor around the 
screen, and four action buttons for activating functions 
pointed to on the screen. 

The disk under review is essentially a collection of 
sixty maps from the 15th to 18th centuries belonging to the 
David M. Stewart Museum in Montreal. Most but not all of 
the maps are world maps, beginning with a 1493 woodcut 
by Hartman Schedel from the Nuremberg Chronicle, show
ing a pre-Columbian vision of the world, and ending in 
1776 with a map of the Pacific Ocean by Francois Sentini 
revealing the newly discovered Bering Straits separating the 
New from the Old World. Between these end points is a 
wide variety of maps each telling of a significant new 
development - or sometimes a myth - in the story of the 
discovery and exploration of the New World. For this, as 
the title suggests, is the thread which is used to link these 
various maps. The maps are presented to the viewer as a 
wall display, reminiscent of the picture gallery of the 
Domesday system (in fact the package has something of the 
"feel" of the Domesday). You can scroll slowly along the 
wall, select a map with the cursor and then click to view it 
full-screen. A voice then briefly describes the map and its 
author. Altogether there are three and a half hours of spoken 
narrative in a choice of English or French. There is also a 
background of suitably baroque music, interspersed by the 
sound of the creaking timbers of a ship at sea. 

When a map has been selected, the cursor changes from 
a hand to a magnifying glass and you can zoom in to the 
map, a section at a time, and scroll around it. There are three 
or sometimes four levels of magnification, and in order to 
reach a threshold oflegibility in terms of the lettering on the 
maps, it is usually necessary to go to the maximum magni
fication. By choosing an "information" button at the 
bottom of the screen, various parts of the map are high
lighted and voice commentaries can be played, explaining 
interesting features about each Gust occasionally a written 
description appears on the screen instead of the voice over). 

The map gallery is complemented by two further gal
leries, one devoted to the forty cartographers who made the 
maps, and the other to a selection of early navigational 
instruments. These galleries are found by clicking on but
tons at the bottom of the screen. The individual navigational 
instruments can be viewed from several angles, and expla
nations are given of their significance in the history of 
navigation. The product also includes a "timeline" which 
charts 124 "significant historical events" from 600 BC to 
1773 AD. Few of these, however, have any direct relevance 
to the maps or to the history of cartography. 

The reviewer found this package a little disappointing 
in two respects. The first is a limitation common to the 
transfer of conventional analogue maps to the screen. 
Screen size and pixel resolution simply do not allow you to 
obtain a good clear view of a whole map, and even when 
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the zoom facility is used, the image clarity on a conventional 
home TV set leaves much to be desired. The potential users 
of this package are likely to have more than a casual interest 
in early maps or the history of exploration and will ideally 
want to look at the material more closely than this package 
allows (although the reviewer did gain some benefit from 
sitting very close to the screen!) It is also impossible to put 
two maps side by side for comparison as would be the case 
with printed facsimiles. The other disappointment is the 
limited interactiveness offered by the package. In spite of 
the interactive nature of the CD-i concept, this disk is 
essentially a library of static objects, and the search routines 
are limited to scrolling and selecting from the picture gal
leries described above. An interactive index of 
cartographers and/or explorers would have been useful, as 
only the dates are given by the pictures in the gallery, and 
you tell the who is the cartographer without zooming in to 
the map. The subject matter could also have been made 
more lively by the use of additional material, such as 
animated sequences showing the voyages of the great ex
plorers. If you select information on Gerardus Mercator, all 
you get is a portrait of the cartographer on the screen while 
the voice over describes his life and work at some length. It 
would be so much more interesting if this narrative had been 
accompanied by a slide show illustrating some of the things 
and events described. 

However, one should perhaps not expect so much from 
a $30 (US) package. On the positive side, the disk is simple 
to use and it provides a rich resource of early maps and 
information about them. As such the product is excellent 
value for money, and providing that the technology is 
available to play it, would be a worthwhile acquisition for 
any map collection and for libraries with an interest in the 
history of discovery. 

The disk is produced by On/Q Corporation, 395 Dowd, 
Montreal, Quebec H2Z 1B6. Contact Karen Higgins, Tel. 
+514 393 3500 or Fax +514 393 3222. 

R.B. Parry 

MAPS ARE TERRITORIES: SCIENCE IS 
AN ATLAS - A portfolio of exhibits 
David Turnbull (with a contribution by Helen Wat
son and th~ Yolngu Community, Yirrkala, 
Australia),. Chicago : University of Chicago 
Press. 1993. 72pp. ISBN 0 226 81705 9 (paper) 
UK £10.25 (US $14.95). Includes colour illustra
tions. 
(The book forms part of the Nature and Human Nature course 

offered by the School of Humanities, Deakin University s Open 
Campus Program The book is also available from Deakin Uni
versity Press, Geelong, Victoria, Australia 3217) 

Maps are territories: science is an atlas is a wide 
ranging book, with much to offer readers within the carto
graphic community and those from other disciplines, 
including cultural geographers, anthropologists and the his
torians of science. According to the cover "blurb", David 
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Turnbull has set outto challenge a number of basic assump
tions concerning the nature of cartography. His ideas clearly 
form part of a growing literature which seeks, not only to 
show how to " ... read maps, but how to read between the 
lines." Turnbull claims to be as much concerned with the 
cultural meanings with which the map is imbued as the 
practicalities of cartographic production. 

Turnbull begins by exploring the way in which "map" 
has become a powerful metaphor; one which has been used 
to describe everything from "scientific theory", to "cul
ture" and "language". The map, its form and function, 
provides a potent image of the ordering of knowledge. 
Turnbull focuses on the ways in which the "map" has been 
used to explain the nature of scientific theory. He quotes, 
for example, T. S. Kuhn (from Structure of scientific revo
lutions, 2nd edn, 1970), who described scientific paradigms 
as providing" ... scientists not only with a map but also with 
some of the directions essential for map-making." 

Turnbull uses this "theory as map" metaphor as the 
starting point (Exhibit 1: the book is structured as a series 
of exhibits, see below) for his exploration of maps from a 
range of cultures. He is particularly concerned with the way 
in which different cultures understand and depict the natural 
world, that is, with the way in which maps become the 
vehicles for ordering of cultural knowledge, values and 
meanings concerning the phenomenal environment. 

He employs a novel concept in structuring his book. It 
is not conceived as a linear verbal narrative, but " ... as a 
progression of museum or gallery exhibits designed to 
exercise the skills of visualisation and visual analysis, so 
essential to any understanding of the basic theoretical issues 
of perception and cognition". 

The book certainly invites visual analysis through a 
number of absorbing exercises. However, the concept of 
non-linearity is rather undermined when the reader dips into 
a given exhibit to find herself confronted by references to 
earlier exhibits - which have already built the foundations 
of a structured argument! While this is an admirable attempt 
to escape from the tyranny of the linear text, it is bound to 
prove difficult while it remains in recognizable "book" 
form - we must await the multi-media experience to see 
Turnbull's laudable idea reach full fruition. The lists of 
questions asked of the reader, concerning each exhibit, also 
tend reinforce this linearity. Nevertheless, the exhibits 
themselves make fascinating "reading", and the questions 
posed do encourage a deeper consideration of the many 
maps and other images exhibited. 

Some of the exhibits lead us through relatively familiar 
territory. For instance, Exhibit 2, The conventional nature 
of maps, deals with mapping conventions(!). In this exhibit, 
Turnbull examines the importance of cultural agency; for 
example, in the centering and orientation of world maps. He 
asks us a series of questions concerning world projections 
and their influence on our personal geographies. However, 
he suffers from the unfortunate fixation on comparisons 
between the Mercator world projection and the (so-called) 
Peters projection which have dogged much of the debate 
concerning such issues in recent years. It would have been 
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far more arresting if he had moved the debate a stage or two 
further on by referring to other potential means of contesting 
our global perceptions. Even by the late 1980s, the Peters 
projection had become a red herring, offering little further 
challenge. 

Some exhibits, in particular Exhibit 6, The Story so far, 
are less dominated by Turnbull's own thoughts. In this case 
the exhibit is composed solely of a series of questions 
concerning anextractfromaBritish O.S. map and two aerial 
photographs of (parts) the same geographical location. 
These questions encourage us to review the "lessons" that 
we have learned (or not!) during our passage through the 
earlier exhibits. To a limited extent it does work, but has the 
feel of an examination paper! As a pedagogic exercise, it is 
certainly suited to an undergraduate course (for which it was 
originally intended), but might be a little off-putting to a 
more general readership. 

Some of the most interesting exhibits are those which 
focus on native North American and Australian Aboriginal 
"maps". These ask us to question our own cultural values 
and to try to understand these other maps, not as "primitive" 
and unsophisticated, but as complex cultural documents 
which are capable of conveying important environmental 
information within the context of that culture's environ
mental needs and behaviours. As Tumbull points out, while 
Australian bark paintings appear to be incapable of allowing 
direct comparison or combination (as in the case of Euro
pean or Chinese maps), because they lack grids or 
standardized forms of representation, they still make it 
possible for individual Aboriginal people to traverse un
known and distant territory by following the journey 
narratives of others. Exhibit 5, Aboriginal-Australian 
maps, by Helen Watson (with the Yolngu community) pro
vides an in depth discussion of the nature of these "maps". 
The images, the dhulan described in the exhibit, appear as 
combinations of geometric patterns and symbolic portraits 
of animals. They are shown to contain meaningful spatial 
information which tie the phenomenal world of rivers, coats 
and hills to a symbolic/religious world of Ancestral beings, 
who have socialized the landscape and created its identity. 
These images are also shown to be tied into the networlc of 
track and territories which define the political and economic 
framework of the culture. 

The exhibits certainly do offer a challenge to our un
derstanding of the nature and function of maps, particularly 
by reference (and cross-reference!) to our own cartographic 
culture(s) and to those of other cultures- both in time and 
space. However, the real benefit of Turnbull's book is the 
way in which he appears to explode the concept of the map 
into a myriad of forms and functions, yet, ultimately re
minds us of the underlying basis of all maps (and theories) 
- their ability to enable us to make (often unanticipated) 
connections. It is this feature which is the essence of our 
fascination with maps, their ability to provide new insights 
to our world as we read and reread them. 

Peter Vujakovic 
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THE PENGUIN ATLAS OF D·DAY AND 
THE NORMANDY CAMPAIGN 
By John Man. London: Penguin Books Ltd, 1994. 
143pp, 62 full colour maps, black & white photo
graphs. ISBN 0 14 023859 X (paper), £10.00 

The Atlas of D-Day is a visually exciting and well 
written addition to the library of maps and atlases which 
have been generated to coincide with the fiftieth anniversa
ries of the Second World War. 

The atlas focuses one specific arena of war, and as such 
is quite different in its approach from the group of general 
war atlases published in 1989 - of which by far the best was 
the superb nmes Atlas of the Second World War. However, 
the Times atlas, as part of its vast panoramic coverage of the 
war, includes in only three double page spreads the material 
which makes up the whole of this detailed survey by John 
Man. Unlike these earlier atlases, it is not a book which can 
be dipped into, but rather a gripping narrative which is best 
followed by reading from cover to cover. However, having 
said this, it is provided with a comprehensive index and a 
chronology of events which make it a very useful reference 
text. 

Man's chronology of events essentially covers the pe
riod of preparation for the D-Day operations in early 1944 
up to and including the liberation of Paris on 1 September 
1944. All the accompanying maps are clearly labelled with 
the relevant dates, making it very easy to follow the course 
of events as they unfold. A brief overview of the period from 
the Dunkirk Evacuation of 1940, via the disastrous Dieppe 
raid of 1942, until the preparations forD-Day is provided 
in the first chapter and illustrated with some fine full colour 
maps. 

The text provides a detailed discussion of military 
strategy, together with information concerning the nature of 
military organization, weapons and other resources, but 
manages to combine this with a wealth of anecdotal material 
to provide a human dimension to the story. In this it resem
bles the successful formula adopted by the Times atlas. The 
level of detail in the D-Day atlas is impressive and there are 
marvellous snippets of absorbing information - even con
cerning such obscure subjects as cartography! For example, 
Man describes the manner in which a team at Oxford 
University drew up amazingly accurate maps of the inva
sion sites with the aid over 10 million holiday snaps and 
postcards sent in by the British public following a broadcast 
by the BBC. 

The cartography and general design of the atlas are of 
a consistently high quality and again compare very favour
ably with the Times atlas. It therefore comes as little surprise 
to find that many of the team, Malcolm Swanston et al, had 
worked on the design, maps and typesetting of that Times 
atlas too. All maps and design are in fact copyright of 
Swanston Publishing Limited. While the format of the 
Penguin atlas is inevitably more limited than the TJ.DJ.es 
atlas, the maps are generally very effective. Many of them 
are crammed with detail, yet manage to avoid the impres-
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sion of clutter or confusion which can sometimes occur 
when trying to portray the dynamic of warfare. 

In order to achieve this clarity the graphics teain have 
introduced new innovations into their presentation. The 
lines and arrows depicting the changes in battle fronts in the 
Times atlas have been altered to provide a much clearer 
picture of events in the D-Day atlas. In the earlier atlas, the 
progressive movements of the fronts were shown by using 
a single tone for the line, and simply changing it from a solid 
line to a progressively fragmented, dashed line as events 
unfold - unfortunately, this could be taken to imply (visu
ally) a weakening or failure of the front The Penguin atlas 
uses tonal changes in the line, from lighter to darker tones 
as the positions change. This strategy is very effective and 
an improvement on the TJ.DJ.es atlas, especially where the 
fronts overlap as a result of the ebb and flow of battle. 
Although the atlas is dominated by maps showing the 
changing fronts and the various key operations, there are 
still a number of very interesting single issue thematic maps. 
Most pages also contain evocative black and white photo
graphs of the men and machinery of war, in which it again 
resembles the Times atlas. 

This is certainly a fascinating book for military buffs 
and historians, but so well written and illustrated that even 
those with little interest in warfare will fmd it a volume that 
is hard to put down. 

Peter Vujakovic 

BARTHOLOMEW MAP OF THE D·DAY 
LANDING: 50th Anniversary Souvenir 
Edition 
Foreword by Gen. Sir John Hackett. Edinburgh: 
Bartholomew, 1994. £3.50 

This is an interesting publication in as much as the style 
of main map (single sided sheet c. 65 x 90 cm) is, to quote 
the blurb, "based on actual wartime mapping of the period 
1943-1944" . This, together with the admission (?) that "In 
the interests of authenticity errors and omissions from the 
maps of that period have not been corrected" , provides an 
engaging challenge to the dedicated cartographer or mili
tary buff to search out the flaws! (I am waiting for the long 
cold winter evenings to undertake this task myself - please 
address all letters concerning your findings to the editor of 
SoC!). 

The main map and the five accompanying inset maps 
are otherwise rather unexciting. The maps are framed by 
brief biographies ofEisenhower, Ramsay, Montgomery and 
Rommel to the left and a" Countdown" of events from 1940 
to D-Day 6 June on the right. 

Bartholomew acknowledge their debt to Tonie and 
Valmai Holt (see below) for much of the military content of 
the map. 

Peter Vujakovic 
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MAJOR & MRS. HOLT'S BATTLE MAP 
OF NORMANDY 
Approx. scale 1:116 000. Sandwich, Kent: T. & V. 
Holt Associates, 1994. ISBN 0 9511300 5 6 
£2.50 plus SOp postage. [Available from T. and V. 
Holt, Oak House, Woodnesborough, Sandwich, 
Kent CT13 ONJ] 

This double sided map sheet (c. 50 x 67 cm) is based 
on the experience of Tonie and Valmai Holt, who have 
conducted tours of the D-Day landing beaches and the 
Nonnandy battle sites for some twenty years. 

The map provides a visitors' route guide showing the 
sites of interest in the region. Roads are clearly marked and 
numbered. A very simple grid reference system provides 
location details for cemeteries, memorials and monuments, 
museums and for those Gennan defensive structures which 
can still be seen today. 

Peter Vujakovic 

BOUNDARIES OF HOME: MAPPING 
FOR LOCAL EMPOWERMENT 

Edited by Doug Aberley. The New Catalyst Biore
gional Series. Philadelphia: New Society Publishers, 1994, 
138 pp. ISBN USA: 0 86571 272 7 (Paperback) £7.99. 

My initial encounter with this little book left me in
trigued by the title and by the authors' enthusiasm for maps. 
They do not revere maps as artefacts or antiques but as tools 
for storing, analysing and communicating! Fascination 
comes from the fact that the majority of the authors (and, 
indeed, the main group of intended readers) could not be 
defined as cartographers in the professional sense. Aberley, 
a town/regional planner and urban administrator by origin, 
is convinced that to rediscover life and especially" the space 
which makes up ... home", people must map it. By mapping, 
not only will they learn about the origins and make-up of 
their "home" environment, but will gain "power" with 
which to face the higher authorities (governmental, etc.) 
which control their lives. Maps and mapping therefore, are 
only means to an end for this dedicated group of "biore
gionalists" whose aims, perhaps somewhat idealized, 
concern the "re-inhabitation" of land; to "wed dynamic 
human populations to distinct physical territories defined 
by continuities of land and life." 

The scene having been set in Chapter 1, "The Lure of 
Mapping", the text progresses, in Chapter 2, through a 
review of the importance of mapping in the past ("Eye 
memory: the inspiration of aboriginal mapping") to some 
recent illustrations of what is called" bioregional mapping" 
(mapping the experience of place). The history of this 
mapping genre is brief - barely twenty years - the first 
example having appeared in 1973 as part of a UN study of 
global biotic provinces. Eight examples of mapping pro
jects and experiences are offered, from urban studies (e.g. 
"Mapping the Wild Onion Region" - central Chicago) to 
rural, such as" Putting Dartia on the map". The latter, based 
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on a two-week bioregional course held at Schumacher 
College, in Devon, England. The text is peppered with 
memorable quotes such as "the flow of life within land
scapes is seldom examined before it is disturbed". Not all 
the technologies recommended are "low"! Remote sensing, 
digital cartography and GIS are seen as powerful additional 
facilities in the work and are discussed in the two pieces 
"Community-based computer mapping: the Yuba experi
ence" and "GIS in Friends of the Earth, UK". But one 
author warns that "these layers observed on the computer 
screens can lull us into the illusion that we know more than 
we need to know". 

Chapter 4, "New terrain: Current mapping thought", 
then looks at the place of mapping in the wider process of 
"societal and political evolution". The five sub-chapters, 
commencing with "Coming to cartography", examine the 
"mapping of the bioregion", "ecoregional boundaries" and 
conclude with a piece written by an "idealist landscape 
planner", "Wild at the heart: from the wild centre out."'. 
Chapter 5, "How to map your bioregion: a primer for 
community activists", the largest single chapter, may hold 
the key to the whole publication. These guidelines can 
convert "ordinary people" into budding re-inhabitant car
tographers, enabling them to "enrich their arguments" for 
change. In this section the editor uses his own wide experi
ence and refers extensively to his 452-page University of 
British Columbia Masters thesis on bioregionalism in 
Northwest British Columbia. He attempts to "take biore
gionists from a utopian 'urge' to a working perception of 
newly constituted territory". Readers are advised to start by 
identifying the external boundaries of their selected region, 
and then to focus on the territory within, and its historic and 
current economic base. For urban dwellers, however, this 
"macro" approach can be substituted by a "micro" study 
of their smaller local area. This section could almost be 
described as a set of" ideal" instructions for a" traditional" 
geographical regional study, but with the added ingredients 
of mature "enthusiasm" and "urgency" to get on with the 
job. Indeed this reviewer could sometimes wish for nothing 
better from his own students! 

This section concludes with the promise that" in learn
ing how to make simple images of place" the 
environmentally concerned reader's "surrender to forces 
which abuse social justice or harm natural ecosystems will 
be harder to tolerate". 

While one could be sceptical about details of the envi
ronmental ideology behind this book the reviewer decided 
simply to enjoy the accounts of how maps and mapping can 
enrich peoples' knowledge. There is an adequate scatter of 
black-and-white illustrations (mainly maps), some suffer
ing from over-reduction, but otherwise the production is 
satisfactory. Although not suited as a recommended text for 
students beginning their studies in mapping, it could pro
vide some colourful illustrations for the teacher. It should 
certainly appeal to a wider audience and, for many, may 
bridge the gap between the academic approach and the more 
simple experience of the magic of maps! 

Michael Wood 
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EARLY PRINTED MAPS OF THE BRIT
ISH ISLES 1477-1650 
Rodney W. Shirley. 3rd completely revised and 
updated edition. East Grinstead: Antique Atlas 
Publications, 1991. 233 pp ISBN 09514914 2 3 
£36.00 

This is a "completely revised and updated" third edi
tion of Rodney Shirley's standard carto-bibliography of 
printed maps of the British Isles published in the 175 years 
between the appearance of the Bologna Ptolemy and the 
middle of the seventeenth century. The date 1650 is chosen 
as the terminal date for the bibliography, because of the 
author's view that it represents a watershed between the 
artistic, decorative maps published in the "flamboyant age 
of cartography" and listed in this work, and the more 
scientific and by implication less collectable maps publish
ed from the mid century onwards. Shirley's bibliography 
lists 759 different maps, of which 160 are accompanied by 
black and white illustrations of complete maps, or enlarged 
sections. Maps are entered under their cartographer, place 
of publication and date, in chronological order. This is 
followed by the map's title and reference to the source from 
which the map is derived. Additional information is pro
vided for the more significant maps, describing provenance 
and printing history, the relationship to other similar publi
cations and a more elaborate description of the map's 
content. This descriptive information is rather uneven: most 
maps merit no more than a few words, while some such as 
Sax ton's 1583 map are given over a page. In addition to the 
listings which comprise the majority of the work Shirley 
provides a forward, three prefaces, a ten page introduction, 
five charts indicating "lines of development" and a con
cluding chronological listing of first states of maps. A brief 
bibliography, list of plates and index to map makers com
pletes the book. A significant change from earlier editions 
of this work is the provision of reference information link
ing the entries to British Library shelf marks. 

This book is aimed at the collector and the carto-bibli
ographer and epitomizes many of the inevitable qualities 
and problems of listings. It emphasizes the individual map 
as an artefact to be acquired, possessed and collected for its 
rarity, value and beauty. More maps have been "discov
ered" since the earlier editions, but the book still 
concentrates upon the individual cartographers rather than 
the context in which the maps are published or used. The 
introductory text is still imbued with an" evolutionist para
digm" in which the author seeks to establish links and to 
postulate the existence of progress in the cartographic 
enterprise, with an emphasis upon improving accuracy. 
Little investigation is made into the diversity of social 
influences on the medium, nor is there much information 
about production or dissemination of maps or their use. No 
attempts are made to relate the maps listed here to other 
cartographic activities in this period. 

No other listing covers the material presented in this 
volume and as an example of its genre it works quite well. 
One is left, however, with the impression that maybe more 
could have been done with the material. The illustrations 
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are inadequate: most are so photo-reduced that they are 
completely illegible. The cataloguing does not conform to 
any internationally recognized standards. Systematic analy
sis of plate histories is rarely presented. 

C.R. Perkins 

Editor's note This book may be obtained from Antique Atlas 
Publications, 31 A High Street, EastGrinstead, West Sussex, RH 19 
3AF 

THE IMAGE OF THE WORLD: 20 
CENTURIES OF WORLD MAPS 
By Peter Whitfield. London: The British Library, 
1994 ISBN 07123 0338 3£20.00 

Peter Whitfield's The Image of the World is the latest 
in a series of illustrated works depicting aspects of the 
history of cartography to be published by The British Li
brary. The book examines the history of world map making 
by selecting seventy examples of the genre, and discussing 
each image in turn in relation to historical contexts. It is well 
written and presents complex ideas in a clear and approach
able style. The emphasis of each text is upon the economic, 
religious, cultural, social and economic factors contributing 
to different world views: Whitfield wants to bring the 
subjectivity of the mapping process to a wider audience. 
This is a welcome change from populist coffee table ap
proaches emphasizing the map as artefact to be collected, 
telling the history of the technology of map making, or 
relating maps to their individual makers. Whitfield's book 
is much more in tune with the mainstream of more academic 
research in the history of cartography. Paradoxically, how
ever, the decision to focus upon seventy examples shifts the 
emphasis back to the artefact and the individual and away 
from the subjective process of cartographic communica
tion. 

Presentation is critical for the success of this book. 
Most of the seventy maps are illustrated in colour, each 
occupying a full page or a page and a quarter spread and 
juxtaposed to an adjacent explanatory text. Small excerpts 
from the maps are selected as icons and placed next to the 
name of the cartographer and the date of the image at the 
head of each section of text. The overall look of the design 
is quite successful. Reducing large images of the world to 
a much more restricted page size means that the overall 
impression of the world view is preserved at the expense of 
the detail. It is impossible to read the much photo-reduced 
individual parts of the whole. More serious are the problems 
with maps which stretch across one and a quarter pages: 
important parts of the image disappear into the central 
gutter. Whitfield has also taken the dangerous step of pho
tographically enhancing and colouring a few maps which 
have survived as un-coloured copies in poor condition. We 
are not told which ones have been touched up, nor how 
many! 

Any selection of world maps must be subjective. We 
are not told the basis for the choices made in this book, nor 
are these images related to other unselected world maps. 
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The distribution of the chosen maps across time is interest
ing. Over a third of the illustrations date from the sixteenth 
or seventeenth centuries, twice as many sixteenth century 
images are shown as contemporary world views, despite the 
huge explosion of differing thematic world views in the 
twentieth century. So the "artistic" , the "archaic", the "eye 
catching" are privileged above the utilitarian, the practical 
and the contemporary. An inevitable but unfortunate conse
quence of the historian's interests? 

Overall though there is much to praise in this book. 
The British Library is to be congratulated for continuing to 
publish approachable texts about the history of cartography 
aimed at the mass non-academic market. The Image of the 
World is affordably priced, will sell well and provides a very 
useful summary. 

C.R. Perkins 
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WIDOW OLWEN FORCED TO SELL COLLEC
TION OF RARE PRINTS OF WALES 

Heartbroken Olwen Caradoc Evans is selling off her 
unique £400,000 collection of art prints which took her 25 
years to build up. 

The 75-year-old says she cannot afford to continue in 
business and is putting the whole treasure trove of 100,000 
prints, including scenes of Welsh towns, villages and cas
tles, on the market. 

With the sell-off will end her little· cottage industry 
publishing rare prints from her home at Penmaenmawr in 
Gwynedd. 

Her collection, which started as a hobby gracing the 
walls of a tea room at Llanrwst, has led to her exporting 
prints to the United States. 

Her house is an Aladdin 's cave of prints of 300 scenes 
of Wales, England, Scotland, the United States and Canada, 
as well as maps and ancient sea charts. 

"It is an unusual and rare collection," she said. "I still 
have 100,000 prints and maps, many of which are protected 
under copyright, and they represent a rare type of printing 
in fmd art which is no longer available in Britain." 

The collection of 19th century scenes are rare because 
of their collotype printing, with tones from black through 
to grey and white. Unlike conventional printing where the 
image is broken up into dots, collotype uses a continuous 
tone. 

It is now 14 years since collotype was printed in Brit
ain, and it is not available in the State or western Europe. 

Many of the prints, mostly facsimiles, are unique. They 
have been on display in the National Library of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, and the National Museum of Wales, Llan
beris. 

Mrs Evans said, "I would be very sorry to see it go out 
of Wales. I have invested an awful lot of money in my 
collection. I would rather bum it than see it sold off piece
meal." 

"I feel heartbroken by the lack of support I have from 
the Welsh establishment Mine is a serious business that 
nobody would expect to fmd in the middle of Wales." 

She feels her small venture has not attracted sufficient 
grants for arts projects. 

"It is difficult being a married woman and a widow in 
Wales if you have achieved something and want to sell it," 
she said. 

"More women are going to want to work from their 
homes, but the conditions must be right for them." 
from the Western Mail 
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